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"Products in the $3.9 billion nut-based and sweet spreads
category enjoy nearly universal penetration as well as solid
consumption frequency, in large part due to the popularity
and dominance of peanut butter. Yet sales growth has been
modest in the past five years for both segments, likely an
implication of the demonization of sugar and shifting
dietary habits among younger adults."
- Michael Averbook, Food & Drink Analyst
This report looks at the following areas:
•
•
•
•

Slow growth in both segments
Variety of uses are stale
Consumers seemingly complacent with status quo in category
Dominance of peanut butter could stifle other nut-based options

Sweet spreads are struggling to gain ground, and the category at large is saddled by steadfast
consumer habits both in brand selection and occasion. To stimulate growth brands will need to inspire
consumers to experiment with new products and different ways to enjoy sweet and nut-based spreads.
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The Consumer – What You Need to Know
Strong penetration fueled by peanut butter
Despite frequent consumption, snacking can help expand usage
Category participants stick with what they know
Consumers prioritize taste, not too worried about health in category

Spreads Consumption and Frequency
Peanut butter drives widespread consumption
Figure 34: Spreads consumption, July 2018
Frequent consumption, yet could benefit from a reset
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Younger adults, parents drive consume greatest variety
Figure 36: Repertoire of nut-based and sweet spread consumption, by age, parental status, and household size, July 2018
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Brand allegiance is strong
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Spreads are mostly consumed with bread
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55+ are less adventurous in spread use
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Larger households = bigger engagement
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Figure 43: Spreads uses, by parental status, number of children under 18 in household, and household size, July 2018

Spreads Attributes
Taste and flavor trump all other attributes
Figure 44: Spreads attributes – Any spread, July 2018
Expectations beyond taste for more specialized spread types
Figure 45: Correspondence analysis – Symmetrical map – Spreads attributes, July 2018
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Regardless of age, all consumers prioritize taste, flavor
Figure 47: Spreads attributes – Any spread, by age, July 2018
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iGens ripe for guidance
Figure 51: Spreads attitudes – Pay more for healthy varieties, by gender and age and parental status, July 2018

Drivers For Increased Consumption
Sampling can help drive other brand consumption
Figure 52: Drivers for increased consumption – Any spread, July 2018
For those eating less, HFCS is a no-no with fruit spreads
Figure 53: Drivers for increased consumption – No high-fructose corn syrup, July 2018
Sampling, product features most effective with younger adults
Figure 54: Drivers for increased consumption – Any spread, by age, July 2018
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